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2020 Gartner Magic Quadrant: Network Firewalls 

Check Point Field Talking Points 
  

INTRODUCTION 

Check Point Software Technologies is proud to be named a Leader in the 2020 Magic Quadrant for Network Firewalls 

(NFW). This marks the 21st time in the company’s history to be named a Leader by Gartner. Check Point’s Infinity 

Architecture is the industry’s first consolidated security architecture spanning networks, cloud, mobile and IoT, 

providing the highest level of threat prevention against both known and unknown cyber threats.  Its comprehensive 

enterprise product line ensures customers are protected against any threat, anytime and anywhere.  

Figure 1: Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Network Firewalls 

  

 

  
  

    

Leadership position in 2020 
compared to last year:  

 

• Check Point moved up and to 

the right on both ability to 

execute and completeness of 

vision 

• PAN lost ground in completeness 
of vision 

• Fortinet closing gap in 
completeness of vision  

• Cisco Lost position from Leader 
to Challenger 
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KEY TALKING POINTS  
Use the following key talking points with your customers to highlight the main reasons for Gartner recognizing Check 

Point as a the longest consistent leader in the network security market today. Being a leader 21 times, requires a true 

passion for threat prevent and unconditional dedication to customers. 

Superior Security  

Check Point expands the gap from competitors with “improved threat detection capabilities” and superior 

security for “Customers using Threat Extraction, the content disarm and reconstruction feature”. Gartner 

mentioned the addition of “web downloads as a new layer of protection for employees“ as a significant 

differentiator from the competition. 

 

Cloud Focused Security 

Gartner highlights Check Point’s focus on cloud security solutions and cloud delivered security stating that 

“Check Point firewalls are good shortlist candidates for enterprises with a cloud security focus” and this is a 

result of “accelerated the pace of its cloud security execution, integration of … cloud security posture 

management solution and CloudGuard Workload serverless security”. 

 

Cloud delivered Security (SASE) and IoT 

Gartner praised Check Point Infinity Portal, IoT Protect and Check Point SASE solution CloudGuard Connect 

providing “FWaaS offering” as important innovation milestones. Gartner also mentions “Smart-1 Cloud offers 

feature parity with the Smart-1 on-premises console” is a major strength for Check Point.  

Please Note: The acquisition of Odo isn’t mentioned in this report since it was completed after the report was 

finalized. 

  

Superior Scalability and Performance  

Gartner recognizes Check Point’s “high-performing firewalls for the data center use case” due to our Maestro 

Hyperscale solution. 

 

Superior Management  

Check Point superior management always focuses on customers and their needs. Gartner asserts that “Check 

Point leads in centralized management capabilities and integration with its endpoint security and mobile 

security product lines” along with “ability to manage IaaS native controls and multiple brands”.  Check Point 

centralized management “appeals especially to managed security service provider … and distributed 

enterprises” and has “strong base of faithful and satisfied users, praising … improvement in the R80.x 

versions”. 
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RESPONSES TO CAUTIONS  
Every vendor in this MQ receives “cautions” from Gartner and Check Point is no exception. Our competitor may 

attempt to use these against and us. The points below should prepare you to respond. 

 

MQ position: Although Check Point has succeeded in simplifying its pricing strategy, it lags behind its leading 

competitors in its ability to sell enterprise-level agreements to the largest customers. 

Check Point Response: Check Point Infinity Total Protection (ITP) is the fastest growing offering from Check Point. 

Check Point ITP is the only enterprise level agreement that offers both hardware products, software products, cloud, 

endpoint and mobile. Customers adopting Check Point ITP end up reducing the TCO by replacing point products. 

 
MQ position: Gartner analysts continued to receive reports regarding dissatisfaction with pricing, which have slowly 
shifted from a focus on total cost of ownership (TCO) to more on the high cost of renewing Check Point subscriptions. 
 
Check Point Response: Despite the above statement, Check Point renewal prices have not changed and our service 
subscriptions rates are the lowest compared to the other leaders in the report. Check Point continuously improves the 
transparency of the renewal process with a detailed breakdown of renewal costs.  
 
 
MQ position: Check Point’s strategy to integrate its security virtual machine (VM) with leading SD-WAN providers, 
rather than add native SD-WAN capabilities, creates a disadvantage against its leading competitors when competing 
for the branch perimeter appliance use case. 

 
Check Point Response: Check Point Branch products (1500 series security gateways) already provide many SD-WAN 
features such as multiple ISP load sharing, performance based routing, application based QoS, Zero-Touch deployment 
and cloud-based central management. These capabilities are useful for medium enterprises and retail businesses. To 
support the needs of large enterprises with complex networks we believe customers would prefer to deploy leading 
network vendors such as Cisco, VMware (VeloCloud), HPE (Silver Peak), Citrix, Aryaka and others and layer Check Point 
security on top. 

 

 
MQ position: While it improved last year, feedback on Check Point support, especially outside of North America, 
continues to be slightly worse than its competitors. 

 
Check Point Response: Check Point believes in providing excellent customer support to its customers. We continuously 

measure our customer satisfaction with NPS (Net Promoter Score) and show a consistent improvement trend as 

acknowledged by Gartner. Check Point is the first vendor out of the leaders in this report to launch proactive support 

program (Check Point PRO support) that significantly increase customer uptime and security. While we believe the 

feedback Gartner received is anecdotal, we will relentlessly continue to improve our support. 
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COMPETITIVE TALKING POINTS  
 

What Gartner says about Palo Alto Networks  

Palo Alto Networks dropped in ability to execute and completeness of vision. 

 Expensive Pricing – “Palo Alto Networks continues to be one of the most expensive vendors in the firewall 
market.” 

 Lack of a centralized cloud management – “The vendor lacks a direct cloud-based centralized manager 
offering for all its firewall appliances” 

 Complicated Security Offering – “… the vendor offering multiple security product lines, most of them have a 
dedicated management interface for administration, thus they work as stand-alone products”  
“Clients using multiple Palo Alto Networks’ product lines … Often highlight the lack of a centralized 
management interface as a drawback.” 

 Cloud performance & scalability issues - “Clients have reported scalability issues with large Prisma Access 
Deployments … Also, clients report connectivity issues with Prisma access in a few places” 

 

Refer to the PAN competitive wiki page for more information.  

 

What Gartner says about Fortinet  

Fortinet remained the same as in 2019 its ability to execute, and moved to the right in completeness of vision. 

Gartner highlights their lack of cloud focus, emphasizing that Fortinet is hardware-focused. 

 Lack of maturity of its consolidated product portfolio – ”Gartner does not see Fortinet clients tempted to 
consolidate toward its multiple product lines other than firewalls and web application firewalls (WAFs)”  

 Lack of cloud strategy - “Gartner generally does not see the vendor’s firewalls shortlisted for the cloud 
deployment use case, as compared to other direct competitors”; “…Fortinet announced the acquisition of 
OPAQ, a SASE cloud provider, but still lacks an FWaaS offering” 

 Lacking enterprise ready management - “Clients have citied this as making firewall management more 
complex for day-to-day administration after the new update is applied”  

 

Refer to the Fortinet competitive wiki page for more information.  

 

What Gartner says about Cisco  

Cisco Network Firewalls MQ position has deteriorated. It changed from “Leader” to “Challenger” significantly in their 

completeness of vision. The key reasons, according to Gartner are lack of competitive differentiation, lack of integration 

and cloud readiness of some of Cisco’s products.  

In addition, Cisco includes their security solution in their large network deals. Gartner states “Cisco’s firewall is a good 

fit for organizations that have experience with Cisco products and want to consolidate with the same vendor for their 

security and network products.” 

 Lack of competitive differentiator - “Cisco continues to struggle to win firewall evaluations against 
competitors in pure firewall deals based on technical evaluation alone”   

 No true integrated architecture - “Cisco offers multiple different security management portals, causing a lot of 
overlap and confusion within the end-user community. The vendor offers Cisco Defense Orchestrator as a cloud-
based centralized manager, Cisco Threat Response (CTR) cloud-based threat correlation, Security Analytics and 
Logging (SAL) cloud-based reporting portal, and the latest addition, the SecureX extended detection and 
response platform”  

http://wiki.checkpoint.com/confluence/display/PRODUCTINFO/New+Palo+Alto+Networks+Competitive
http://wiki.checkpoint.com/confluence/display/PRODUCTINFO/New+Palo+Alto+Networks+Competitive
http://wiki.checkpoint.com/confluence/display/PRODUCTINFO/New+Palo+Alto+Networks+Competitive
http://wiki.checkpoint.com/confluence/display/PRODUCTINFO/New+Fortinet+Competitive+v2
http://wiki.checkpoint.com/confluence/display/PRODUCTINFO/New+Fortinet+Competitive+v2
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 Poor product strategy - “Cisco has different firewall product lines for different deployment use cases. The 
Meraki and FTD product lines are led by different product teams and have distinct capabilities and operating 
systems, leading to operational complexities despite consolidating toward a single vendor” 

 Firepower is not ready for the Cloud - “Gartner seldom sees Cisco firewall deployments in public cloud IaaS 
scenarios.”  

  

Refer to the Cisco competitive wiki page for more information.  

  

REPORT ACCESS  
Report can be accessed at https://pages.checkpoint.com/gartner-magic-quadrant-for-network-firewall-2020/ 

 

  

CONTACT INFORMATION  
Analyst Relations: Anthony Johnson anjohnso@checkpoint.com   

Product Management: Aviv Abramovich aviv@checkpoint.com  

Product Marketing: Michael Greenberg michaelgr@checkpoint.com   

Competitive Analysis: Hezi Chen hezih@checkpoint.com   

  

Network Firewalls MQ 2020 Field Response was created November 2020.  
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